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Video presentation link >>

Coach:  TOPP Studio
TIME: 8 weeks

Full project description >>
(https://www.behance.net/gallery/37359853/ARC)
Full project description >>

The inactive state of the table
shows life data related to ARC
waste plant: like energy
produced amount of waste
coming in, temperature of the
incineration ovens etc

The table can be customized to
display different activities like
team quizzes, puzzles to reflect
information learned about the
plant and exploration mode of
real objects like soda cans.

The activities give team points
that are summed up in the end
of the visit and displayed on
leaderboards. It is useful as a
motivation for visitors and
feedback for tearchers.

Client Goal:

SERVICE DESIGN CASE

“Provide visitors with an educational & memorable  experience”

One way communication
Unengaged visitors
Passive listening
Lack of interaction
Zero team activity
No plant tour followup

Want an engaging experience
Want a holistic experience
Dislike Power Point presentation
Role transition -
from presenter to facilitator

Round Interactive Tablés 
Immersive experience
From passive to active particpation
Gamification (learning by doing)
Exploration/Educational
Digital & Analog combination
Enabling collaboEnabling collaboration and -
Team Work
Customizable to different -
target groups. 
Flexible - 
easy to create new games
Can be used for presentations

Learning via interaction
Engagement via collaboration
Analalog + Digital = immersive.
No play/No gain
Roundtables work

Service Design Methods
Field Research
Shadowing/Observation
Studying all touchpoints
Prototyping

Solution

StakeholderFindings

Methods Research

Amager Ressource Center (ARC) is a waste disposal plant that is owned by 
five Copenhagen Municipalities.   

ARC runs a Visitor Center that provides educational experiences for a variety -
of target groups and is focused on the environmental aspects of waste management 

In  2017 the Visitor Center will move into the new Amager Bakke! 

New ideas and inspiration are needed to define the new space and visitor experience! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWiJIEtDq0s
https://www.behance.net/gallery/37359853/ARC


Video presentation link >>

TIME: 10 days

RESEARCH

Client Goal:

CLIENT BRIEF

OMNI-CHANNEL CASE

 “Create a digital in store solution for Sportmaster”

SOLUTIONINSIGHT

We carried out extensive desktop research to 
understand the sports retail business. 
We used Service Design methods incl. shadowing,
service safari and completed a customer journey- 
canvas by testing the company omni-channel 
touch points, to gain a customers perspective. 
  

ADAPT applauded our research methods which 
included visiting the physical Sportsmaster Stores, 
documenting what we experienced.

ADAPT particularly liked and higlighted our
 “New Releases” feature for our a possible App

FEEDBACK

The Digital Agency ADAPT, needed a digital solution 
for their client; Danish retailer SPORTMASTER 
to take them to the next omni-channel level -
along with improving the customer experience 
on all channels. 

We came up with a mobile app that integrates 
the existing club membership in a new and 
personalized loyalty program, which is also 
further integrated into an in-store experience 
and create extra value for both company and their
strong membership base. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGtdEm0Dexk


DIGITAL CONCEPT CASE 

The Danish Haemophilia Society needed a digital -
concept, that would assist in motivating, monitoring 
and act as a guidance and a self-mastery tool -
for Danish Haemophiliacs. 
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Desktop research via patient video testimonials. 
Our target group was primarily Hemophiliac teens, 
who on the wanted independence from their 
parents, but were at the most at risk of not 
taking their medicine and not taking precautions 
when engaging in physical activity that could 
lead to bleedings. 

This could affect and jeopardize their lives now 
and have repercussions later on in the form of 
joint pain and stiffnes. 

TIME: 4 days 

Client Goal: 
Danmarks 

Bl0derforening 
"Design a digital concept that makes the management 

of the haemophilia treatment easier for patient and caregivers." 
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An loT cloud connected scale sent to a data server. 
It measues when a dose of medicine is removed from 
the fridge. 

The patient's smartphone automatically checks in. 
The information is then stored on the cloud 
and can be accessed at anytime by both the doctor 
and the patient via the web app, with the doctor 
and patient having the possibility to graphically view 
the patient's status and medical history tracking bleeds 
and infusions on a timeline chart. 
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An interactive map of a body, allows the patient to click 
on the area where a bleed has occurred and the date of the day 
(which is editable) is shown and saves to the database. 

In addition there is a slider feature where the user can inform 
the severity of pain experienced. 

This information is then saved and the Doctor can better 
see an accurate pattern of bleeds. 
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http://www.chrixian.com/?page_id=141



